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Abstract 
The present paper utilizes the similarity between the non-perturbative Julian 
Schwinger-Efimov-Fredkin approach and that of E-infinity Cantorian space-
time theory to give an exact solution to the problem of cosmic dark energy via 
a golden mean scaling-super quantization of the electromagnetic field. 
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1. Introduction 

As is well known, there are many situations in which summing over all Feynman 
graphs is not only a daunting task but actually an impossibility [1]-[6]. In such 
cases, one of the best ways to solve the problem is to follow the non-perturbative 
strategy developed by the late Nobel Laureate J. Schwinger and E. Fredkin 
[1]-[6]. Another possibility similar in its non perturbative character is the 
E-infinity theory which resorts to summing over infinite hierarchal golden mean 
weighted dimensions [2] [3] [4] [7] [8] [9] [10]. It is the aim of the present work 
motivated by the Schwinger-Fredkin and E-infinity methodology [1]-[10] to see 
how the afore mentioned methods can be used to drive the ordinary cosmic 
energy as well as the dark energy density of our universe [10] [11]. Starting from 
QED and in particular by applying transfinite renormalization and P-Adic 
quantization [12] [13] [14] to the inverse electromagnetic E-infinity fine struc-
ture “constant” ( )( )420 1α φ=  where ( )5 1 2,φ = −  we can determine with 
unheard of simplicity, the exact cosmic measurable ordinary energy density as 
well as its complimentary dark energy component which cannot be measured at 
present in a direct way [4] [11] [15] [16] [17]. Finally we discuss towards the end 
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of this short work the deep philosophical and number theoretical meaning of the 
present analysis and the reason for its considerable effectiveness [15]-[27]. 

2. Renormalization, P-Adic Expansion and o okα = +137  

The most important E-infinity equation in an analogous context to a QED based 
vacuum energy of the Schwinger-Zymanzik-Fredkin formulation is the renor-
malization equation of oα  [8] [10] [12], namely 

( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 3 41 2 8 1 1oα α φ α α α α= + = + = + + =          (1) 

Here ( )1 φ  is the transfinite Clebsh factor, 1 60α =  is the ideal inverse elec-
tromagnetic coupling, 2 30α =  is the inverse weak force coupling and 1iα =  
is the maximal quantum gravity-Planck coupling. Noting that 1 φ  is equal to 
the expectation average value corresponding to the D = 2 quantum path Haus-
dorff dimension, then we could investigate the various limits of physical mean-
ing for oα  in the light of the remarkable P-Adic expansion [12] [14] 
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This result is effectively a T-duality in the sence used by E. Witten in his 
M-theory [11] [12]. 

3. Dark Energy and Important Limits for the oα  Equation 

Let us look at the limit 1 1φ → . In this case we find 100oα =  and that 
represents the normed degree of freedom or total core dimension of the 
E-infinity Penrose universe [8] [10] [11] [12]. This particular conclusion is 
highly interesting and important when we consider the maximal spacetime di-
mensionality 26 being 4 + 22 where 22 dimensions are compactified so that the 
74 invisible dimensions left from the 100 must logically be the integer percentage 
of pure dark energy [17] [18]. In other words the limit 1 φ  of a quasi fractal 
“quantum path” to a classical one gives us a first accurate estimation of ordinary 
energy, dark matter energy and pure dark energy [8] [10] [11] [12]. In other 
words we can write that 
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where ( )Oγ  is the ordinary energy density, ( )DMγ  is the dark matter ener-
gy density and ( )PDγ  is the pure dark energy density given in percentage of 
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the normed 100 core dimension. There is one more important limit of oα  
which reconciles 4 1α =  of the Planck energy scale with 1oα = , namely when 

1 2 3 0α α α= = =  so that one finds the limit 

( ) 4

2

Lim
1

o

o

α α

α

=

=

=

                        (4) 

As we said earlier on, this is basically a T-duality-like statement [12] and in-
dicates that we are indeed proceeding in the right direction. Intuitively we know 
that 137oα ≅  is the exact complete standard model degrees of freedom [8] [10] 
[11]. Therefore we have the entire energy stored in it. By norming oα  to 

100oα =  we can view 100oα =  as the total 100% energy of the standard 
model while ( ) ( )26 74 22 74k k+ = + + −  where ( )3 31k φ φ= − . It follows then 
that the pure dark energy density is 

( ) ( )100 4.508497187 22
100 26.68883708
73.1116292%

PD kγ = − + +

= −
=

                (5) 

In fact the exact transfinite values of the three different energy densities can be 
found when taking on board an important ordinary energy density-pure dark 
matter energy duality noticed for the first time by Prof. Herman Otto [18] [19]. 
The duality discovery by Otto states that the ordinary energy density is equal to 
the inverse of the dark matter energy percentage. Since the dark matter energy 
percentage is clearly equal to the exact transfinite number of the compactified 
dimension in Heterotic strings sector then 22 k+  of 100oα =  means that we 
have 26 4 22k k+ − = +  percent dark matter energy where 26 k+  is the trans-
finite bosonic space dimension, D = 4 is Einstein’s spacetime dimension and 

( )3 31k φ φ= −  is ‘tHooft’s renormalon [10] [11]. It follows then that the exact 
ordinary energy density is equal to [10] [11] [16] [17] 

( ) 100
22
4.508497187

O
k

γ =
+

=
                      (6) 

as per Otto’s duality. That way pure dark energy density can be trivially deduced 
as 

( ) ( )100 4.508497187 22
100 26.68883708
73.31116292%

PD kγ = − + +

= −
=

                 (7) 

exactly as should be [2] [10] [11]. 

4. Ordinary Cosmic Energy Density and Dark Energy  
Density from Super Quantized Electromagnetism 

The next main important step is now to show how ( )Oγ  and ( )Dγ  may be 
found directly from the golden mean super quantized QED via 137o okα = +  
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where ( )5 5 51φ φ φ= − , and 5φ  is the Hardy probability of quantum entangle-
ment as proclaimed at the very beginning of this paper [2] [11]. To do that we 
return to the reconstruction equation of oα  ad divide it into a superstring part 
and the rest. This leads to [10] [12] [16] [17] 

( ) ( )
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10 127
6 4 127

6 130.9016994
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= + + − + +

= + +

                  (8) 

In the above form it is clear that the ordinary energy density must be the ratio 
of the 6 k+  to the 137 ok+  super quantized QED value of oα . This means [1] 
[2] [3] [4] 
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Note here that 6 k+  is the transfinite value found from the famous super-
string equation 4 2n +  when setting n = 1 and adding the transfinite correction 
k due to the interplay of ‘tHooft’s renormalon [10] [11]. Similarly the total dark 
energy density must clearly be given by 
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in full agreement with our previous calculations based on entirely different 
models and theories [15] [16] [17] [18] [19]. 

5. Why Is the Mathematics of E-Infinity So Effective? 

Having reached this stage in our mathematical-physical analysis, it is natural to 
ask why the present E-infinity theory is so miraculously effective [7]-[19]. It is 
equally natural to respond to this question by saying that the secret of it all lies 
clearly and squarely in the golden mean super quantization, ergo in the use of 
the golden mean number system [10]. Alas this natural answer begs the question. 
We must go on asking the same question again and again in different guises for 
why the golden mean system should be so effective? The real answer is that the 
golden mean number system is not only equivalent to super quantization but it 
is much more than that. It is the language of nature. Now this last sentence 
sounds like the sort of mystical utterance that is usually distrusted by the down 
to earth theoretical physicists, including the present author. Never the less we 
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can get rid of this natural distrust by explaining what we mean with the “lan-
guage of nature”. The simplest way to do that is to start by directing our readers 
attention to the “new kind of science” valiantly championed by Stephen Wol-
fram’s monumental effort which recognizes the intimate affinity between reality 
and computations [15] as well as the scientific post modernistic notion proposed 
repeatedly by the present author. This notion posits that at a deep fundamental 
strata of scientific interrogation of nature, the difference between pure mathe-
matics, physics and theoretical logic is at a minimum blurred and in the limit 
non-existent and completely tautological [10] [26] [27]. Now in order to avoid 
over straining the patience of the pragmatic reader with what may seem as too 
philosophical and abstract talking, let us return quickly to the specific and noth-
ing can be better than the following two simple examples. 

The first example is that taken from the theory of phyllotaxis of plants. That 
way we find that the observed golden mean angles are a consequence of the sta-
tionary minimization condition of the corresponding action [21]. Generalizing 
this under the assumption of genericity, we surmise that the golden mean plays 
the same stationary condition role for the Lagrangian of quantum physics and 
cosmology.  

The second example is the sphere packing density in four dimensions [22]. 
Following Ref. [28], D = 4 leads to an almost golden mean maximal density, 
namely 0.61685∆ = . Generalizing we surmise that the golden mean is the value 
for which minimization will lead to the equation of motion (or equilibrium) as 
well as its stability by the vanishing of the first and the second variation of the 
corresponding functional and here we come nearer again to the method of 
Schwinger [1] [10] [21] [22]. Adding to these two examples, the exact solution of 
two particles quantum entanglement of Hardy 5D φ=  it is not hard to find that 
our conjecture about the golden mean being lingua franca of fundamental phys-
ics is anything but a long shot [10]-[20]. We feel that the preceding golden mean 
conjecture will probably be proven non-constructively in the not too distant fu-
ture in a similar vein to proof of the Banach-Tarski theorem for instance [28]. 

On the other hand our result regarding ordinary cosmic energy density 
5 2γ φ=  and dark cosmic energy 25 2γ φ=  could be considered as a proof of 

our conjecture because it is quite close to measurement and observation [17] 
[18]. In fact it could mutate to the ultimate proof if it could be established with 
high precision measurement that the values predicted by E-infinity (see Figure 1) 
are exactly the same found in the high precision measurement [20]. 

Finally we must state the following important point related to Coxeter’s geo-
metry, Buckyballs nano particles and the platonic bodies which connected the 
role of φ in number system to the role of φ in Lie symmetry groups [22] [23] [24] 
[25] [26] as hinted at in the work of Heinrich Saller on operational quantum 
theory [22]. Consequently we can see that φ brings two major fields together to 
bear on our approach to quantum physics and cosmology in a very positive way 
[15] [16] [17] [18] [19]. 
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Figure 1. Graphical representation of the exact three cosmic energy  
sectors given by equations 2 to 5. 

6. Conclusion 

Drawing on various ideas going back to J. Schwinger and E. Fredkin and utiliz-
ing a variety of transfinite methods and techniques such as P-Adic quantum 
mechanics, Saller operational quantum theory and E-infinity super quantization, 
we showed how the various cosmic energy densities could be found rigorously 
from the electromagnetic field represented by 137o okα = +  while considering 
the dimensionality equation of string theory 4 2n +  for n = 1. The results are all 
in complete agreement with all the previously obtained ones, both the theoretical 
and measuremental. 
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